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Abstract: Raja Rao, universally acknowledged as a novelist of philosophical consciousness, has intrigued critics in both India and abroad. The metaphysics in his novels which is generally construed to be Vedantic, led a number of scholars to interpret his work from an exclusively Vedantic point of view. Such readings tend to severely limit the range of a novelist's vision and genius. Though Rao believed in Indian culture and ethos, he regarded novel-writing as a private endeavour at exploring the human psyche. This study aims to probe into the profound 'Indian experience' which Rao converts into narrative, "fictionalizing" it, as it were, through the medium of his novels. The experience, as it unravels, is narrated as fiction. The term 'fictionalize' therefore, by no means, undermines the spiritual content of the experience. This study strives to discuss the body of Rao's work as narrative exercises in creating fiction. The work is found profoundly absorbed in essential tenets of metaphysics.
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Raja Rao’s epic Kanthapura was distributed in 1938. It is Raja Rao's first novel which has been composed by him in France. It is viewed as his absolute best and significant work. The epic Kanthapura has likewise been named as the recorded novel which presents a real and fascinating record of the historical backdrop of Indian opportunity Struggle. It makes the soul of the time impartially as well as abstractly. The tale starts with a realistic depiction of the town, for example, opportunity development, strict development, projected ridden, strange notion and effect of Gandhi development. The storyteller of the story in novel is an elderly person Achakka. Individuals of the town revered Goddess kenchamma. They were odd and strict. Their significant occupation was agribusiness. The town is partitioned into four quarter, paria quarter, and Brahmin quarter. Potter quarter and weaver quarter dependent on position and networks. Timmaya and Siddawer notable individual in the Pariah quarter. The story is about the lives of the individuals of kanthapura and their investment in the opportunity battle. Gandhian cognizance as it showed in Kanthapura village.

We discover puranas, bhajans, sankirtans, sanctuary love, Brahmanism, chastism, Radhakrishna, Rama Sita religion or more all the clique of Kenchamma, the managing divinity of the town. There is postmaster Suryanarayana with his twofold storeyed house, patwari Nunjundia, the thotti place of scarred Sidda, Sidda's better half who went distraught, Shopkeeper Subba Chetty, cascade Venkamma who thundered day and night and Zamindar Bhatta, the youthful hopeful among people of Kanthapura. In the way of Geoffery Chaucer of the Canterbury Tales, Raja Rao has given a sensible image of a cross part of the general public as he found in the town. The primary hero of the novel is Moorthy who acquires the Gandhi development Kanthapura. Moorthy
was Brahmin. Yet, he was not conventional Brahmin. Disregarding being Brahmin, he didn't recognize among projects. He never paid attention to it. He was thoughtful about the individuals of kanthapura cast-ridden and control of British government. He inspired them to get opportunity from British government and went entryway to entryway for appropriating charkhas. He circulated charkhas liberated from cast yet he thought that it was hard to persuade the residents to acknowledge the charkha and to begin turning fabric. At the point when Moorthy worked for the upliftment of the untouchable, Swami who was the strict man in Kanthapura. He restricted Moorthy for the supporting of Pariah and banished from the Brahmans. At the point when Moorthy's mom caught wind of Moorthy's expulsion, she turned out to be disturbed and she attempted to prevent her child from working for the upliftment of the Pariah yet Moorthy didn't hear her out. He kept on working for the Pariahas. Master is a universal Brahmin who put stock in cast differentiation which Hinduism rests. Master says to Bhatta that the development for expulsion of unapproachability ought to be controlled at this stage. Else it will leave hand. He was an operator of the British government and the ally of British. Despite the fact that his lone complaint was to the development for expulsion of distance however Moorthy eliminated absolutely unapproachability among the individuals of Kanthapura and he joined them on one stage. The tale passes on the message to the a large portion of the Brahmins that Gandhi's enemy of distant development is more destructive than British standard. The epic additionally mirrors the demeanor of Brahmins towards the lower cast individuals in the general public. It additionally centers around the brutality and thorough demonstrations of the British rulers.

Moorthy went to Patel Gowda and looked for his compassion and dynamic help for beginning a congress gathering (congress council) in kanthapura. Reach Gowda encouraged others to do what "this educated kid says."And he himself proposed the name of Moorthy for presidency of the town congress advisory group. Seenu was enrolled as a part and furthermore Rachana in light of the fact that he was a Harijan. Rangamma joined as a lady delegate. They all concluded that they will follow the instructing of Gandhi and practice ahinca. Moorthy led a ladies' gathering wherein they discussed Rani Laxmi Bai, Kama Devi, Sarojini Naidu and Annie Besant. Moorthy made them mindful of their social and functional commitment Moorthy leaded the individuals of Kanthapura to have a functioning impact in Gandhi,s peaceful battle for opportunity. Moorthy being taught realized well that strict is primary factor and it is the reason for the mentality of the individuals. So he needed to impart Ganghian standards of peaceful and satyagrah. He believed that the customary harikatha will be helpful to spread Gandhian philosophy among the standard individuals. It was Moorthy,s recommendation that strict celebrations and Harikathas ought to be held regulararly. Ramakrishnayya disclosed the vedantic writings to the individuals.

The Harikathaman, Jayarmacher was welcomed from the city. He utilized the Hrikathas to enlighten the individuals of kanthapura concerning Gandhi and about the exercises of the political dissidents. His fundamental object was to educate individuals concerning the rule and standards of the Mahatma.
Harikathas were extremely exceptional and intriguing and the townspeople tuned in with riveted consideration. The tale bargains the Skeffington Coffee Estate is arranged in Kanthapura. The current proprietor of the domain is the nephew of the prior proprietor who was alluded to as Hunter Sahib by the individuals. In the novel, there is a distinctive depiction of the setting of the Estate: "The skeffington espresso Estate ascends past the Bebber Mound over the Bera's Hill, and looming over Tippur and Subbur and Kantur, it swings round the Elephant valley, and ascending to bear the snow mountains and the Beda Ghats, it plunges sheer into the Himawathy, and follows on… … Nobody realizes how enormous it is or when it was established; however they all state it is at any rate 10,000 sections of land wide, and a few people in Kanthapura can even now had known about Hunter Sahib who utilized his tracker and his hand to harvest the principal products of his manor; and afterward it started to develop from the Bear's Hill to Kantur Hill, and an ever increasing number of coolies originated from underneath the Ghats, and from the Bear's Hill and Kantur it contacted the snow mountains, and an ever increasing number of coolies came; and afterward it expanded and greater… .."

The above distinctive portrayal of the setting of the Estate is a case of financial abuse of the Indians by the British. Through the state of the laborers in the Skeffington Coffee Estate, the author Raja Rao gives us a glimps of the outrages of the Britishers. Actually, it won't be on the whole correct to portray it as an impression in light of the fact that an itemized and clear depiction of the Estate is referenced previously. The author additionally portrays the state of the coolies to the Estate distinctively: "multitudes of coolies walked past the Kenchamma Temple, half-exposed, starving, spitting, sobbing, spewing, hacking, shuddering, squeaking, yelling, groaning coolies-coolie after coolies passed by the Kenchama Temple, the maistri before them, while the youngsters clung to their mom's bosoms, the elderly people men to their child's arms, and packages loomed over shoulder and arm and arm shoulder and shoulder; and they walked on past the Kenchamma Temple and up to the Skeffington Coffee Estate – coolies from beneath the Ghats, coolies, youngsters. elderly people men, elderly people ladies, kids, crates, packs, pots, coolies passed on and twisting through the spots of the Estate way by the Buxcom-pipal twist, over the Devil's Ravine Bridge, by the Parwatiwell corner-they walked up, the maistri before them, the maistri… … .."

The coolies living in the Estate were abused and abused. They needed to experience a wide range of physical torment and mortification. They needed to get up at five AM and work the entire day with no break. The maistri didn't permit them to rest in any event, for a solitary second. They were beaten brutally. The men needed to burrow pits and to slash woods and the ladies were made to cull weeds and to execute vermin. The climate was hot and there were numerous snakes in the Coffee Estate. They needed to work in the burning warmth with sweat streaming down their bodies. They were given little cabins to live in and no wages were paid. They were abused and dealt with like creatures.
They were given just ragi and rice water. Moorthy needed to teach the coolies of the Estate and accomplish something for their upliftment. However, when he went to the espresso Estate through this psyche, he was not permitted to enter. He was halted at the door by Bade Khan. Numerous individuals assembled at the door and among them there were allies of Moorthy. There was a fight between Bade Khan and the maistri on one side and allies of Moorthy on the opposite side. Moorthy viewed himself as liable for the brutality that occurred and kept quick. He felt that he had not satisfied the instructing of Mahatma. He began the 'Don't contact the administration gripe under his initiative the individuals of Kanthapura. He picketed drink corners and Borana's drink woods. He followed the way of peacefulness like a genuine supporter of Ganghi. He was captured by police ordinarily due to his antigovernment exercises. The Karwar congress board upheld Moorthy by giving attorney. He said that he didn't require a promoter to shield himself. Sankar, Rangama and Ratna who additionally followed the Gandhian idea with Moorthy. Rangamma effectively took an interest in crafted by the congress. Her home turned into the workplace of the congress in Kanthapura. The political dissidents used to gather at her home and talk about their strategy. She took dynamic part in arranging the ladies of Kanthapura and shaping the Savika Sangh. She propelled the ladies to battle and attempted to set them up intellectually to tolerate the monstrosities of the police. Ratna was additionally an adherent of Gandhi. She was a widow. She turned into the head of the political dissidents in Kanthapura. Backer Sanker followed the standards of Gandhi. He would not go to any marriage party in which individuals were wearing Khadi. He accepted that fasting was beneficial things and even made his relatives quick on a few events which were significant dates in Indian's Freedom Struggle.

The savageness of the police during the opportunity battle in the manner shows up which can't be described. The police dealt with and tormented the ladies when the individuals of Kanthapura went for picketing the drink forest and the drink corners. They carried on unfeelingly. Raja Rao portrays a realistic depiction of the abominations of the police on the individuals of Kanthapura after they wouldn't make good on charges. Numerous individuals were captured. The entire town was loaded with police officers. The police captured Rangamma and Moorthy. Numerous people had been removed during the night. Ladies were whipped and Kicked by the police. They hurried to a great extent hysterically to spare themselves. On the event of Satnarayana puja, numerous individuals came to Kanthapura from the city. Among them, there were fighters, coolies and furthermore some were looking sahib. They all shouted out Satyanarayan ki jai. At the point when the police saw the parade coming farward, they halted it. They all yelled vande Mataram. At that point abruptly from the obscured Brahimin Street, Pariah Street, Weaver Street returned crying Mahatma Gandhi Ki jai. Among them, there were warriors, laborers, Mahammadans and furthermore city young men. At that point somebody out of nowhere balances the tri shaded banner from the head of an ecclesiastical tree and signs out boisterously.

“Lift the flag high
O lift the flag high
Brothers, sisters, friends, and mothers
This the flag of the Revolution”
These words uncover the energy of Indian for opportunity and portays genuine patriortic soul of residents. Thus, we can see and dissect that the narrative of Kanthapur is exceptionally tempting story. Raja Rao uncovers history of opportunity development, Gandhi accomplishment and battle for freedom of India. Moorthy who is the fundamental character. He battled hard and experienced his foes. English beaurocoracy was exceptionally strong and powerfull. Moorthy cowed down the British authorities.
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